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A SOLUTION OF WARNER'S 3RD PROBLEM
FOR REPRESENTATIONS OF HOLOMORPHIC TYPE1
BY

FLOYD L. WILLIAMS
ABSTRACT. In response to one often problems posed by G. Warner, we assign
(to the extent that it is possible) a geometric or cohomological interpretation—
in the sense of Langlands—to
the multiplicty
in L2(T\G) of an irreducible
unitary representation
it of a semisimple Lie group G, where T is a discrete
subgroup of G, in the case when 7r has a highest weight.

1. Introduction.
Given a discrete subgroup T of a semisimple Lie group G
and a special class of nontempered unitary representations it of G, we express the
multiplicity of n in L2(r\G) as the dimension of the sheaf cohomology of a line
bundle over T\G modulo a compact Cartan subgroup of G, and we find the best
vanishing theorem for this cohomology. These prototype results extend those known
in the case when n is a discrete series representation.
In more detail let G be connected noncompact and linear, and assume T is
cocompact in G and torsion free. We assume G has the rank of a maximal compact
subgroup K and we fix a Cartan subgroup H of G contained in K. Let g, t, i} denote

the complexified Lie algebras of G, K, H respectively, let A = A(g, fj) be the set of
nonzero roots of 9 relative to h, let Qp be the root space of ß G A, and let Ajt, A„
be the set of compact, noncompact roots respectively in A. Given a choice of a
positive system of roots A+ in A one can assign a unique G-invariant holomorphic
structure on the quotient D = G/H such that the space of antiholomorphic tangent
vectors at the origin is given by

(1.1)

n= Y S—

A homogeneous line bundle Z\ —*D over D induced by a character X of H also has
a G-invariant holomorphic structure and thus we can consider for Y = T\D the
space Hq(Y, L\) of T-invariant ¿^-valued harmonic C°° forms of type (0, q) on D,
relative to some G-invariant Hermitian metrics on D,£\.
Alternately Hq(Y,Cx)
is the gth-dimensional cohomology of Y with coefficients in the sheaf Ox of local
holomorphic sections of T\£.\. Define

(1.2)

q(X) = \{a G A+: (A+ 6,a) < 0}| + |{a G A+: (A+6,a)>

0}|

where A£ = A+ n Afc, A+ = A+ n A„, 26 = (A+) (the sum of roots in A+), (■)
is the Killing form of g, and where |5| denotes the cardinality of a set S. Assume
that A+ ¿ is regular and let ir\+s G G (the unitary dual of G) be the corresponding
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discrete series representation of G. If m^+j(r)
denotes the multiplicity of ir\+s in L2(r\G) then for a very mild condition on A (see (2.10) below)
we know that

(i)H*(Y,£x) = 0 for q¿ q(X) in (1.2),
(ii) dimH«^(Y,l'x)

= mx+s(r).

(1.3) is the solution of a conjecture of Langlands [2, 3]—obtained in part in [5]
and fully in [9]. It is natural to consider therefore the extent to which analogues of
(1.3) are possible for a nondiscrete series n G G. This is the content of problem 3
of Warner [6, p. 139]. Given such a rr one of the first steps is to find a candidate

q(X,ir) for the role of 17(A).
In this paper we assume that G/K has a G-invariant holomorphic structure
compatible with the choice A+ above and we assume that n G G is a highest
weight representation
with a nonsingular infinitesimal character.
Then we find
the right candidate c7(A,7r) and the analogue of ( 1.3)(ii)- Regarding (1.3)(i) our
results indicate however that one must expect, in general, the existence of nonzero
cohomology in dimensions ^ q(X, rr) (which prevents the immediate computation of
m^r) by an index formula). We determine all such dimensions. The main result is
Theorem 3.9, which appears in sharper form in Theorem 3.13. Theorem 3.9 relies
basically on results developed in [4, 7, 8].
2. More notation.
As before we shall write (Q) for the sum of roots in a
subset Q of A. We denote by W, Wk the Weyl groups of (g, fj), (6, h) respectively,
and by 7 the set of integral linear forms on the dual space h* of f). Let A+ c A be
as before, a positive system which we fix from now on. For À G fj* such that A + 6
is regular, we set

P^

= {a G A: (A + 6, a) > 0},

26^ = (P<A>),

QA = {QGA+:(A + f5,a)>0},

(2.1)

bA = i) +

\
E

gQ

Q'A= A+ - QA)

(a Borel subalgebra).

Define

(2.2)

7¿ = 7¿(A+) = {A G 7: A + 6 is regular and AjJ~-dominant};
2¿fc= (A+),

6n=6-6k.

If 9 = m + u is a Levi decomposition of a parabolic subalgebra 0 of g with unipotent
radical u and a reductive complement m, we let A(m),A(u)
denote the roots of
m, u respectively and we set

(2.3)

ÖU)„= the set of noncompact

roots in A(u).

Thus if P C A is any positive system and 6 contains the Borel subalgebra

EagP 0» then

(2.4)

m=h+

Y
QgA(m)

0«,

u=

Y

0°'

Ou¡n= Pn-A(m)

aeP-A(m)

where Pn = P n An. In particular if 9 D bA for A G 7¿ we define

(2.5)

q(A;9)= 2\9u,nn QA|- |0„,„|+ IQÁI-
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Then g(A; 9) is a nonnegative integer. A collection of parabolic subalgebras {0¿}*=1
each containing bA, A G 7¿, is called representative
if 9Uin ^ 9Uj;n for i ^ j, 1 <
i,j < i, and if for any parabolic subalgebra 6 D bA we have 0U,„ — 9Ui n for some
i. This definition is equivalent to that given in [8]; we thank Professor Kostant for
pointing this out to us. Given such a collection we have the following important

sets: For an integer q > 0

S(A,q) = {i:q(A;9i) = q and 9Utn = 0«,n for some parabolic

subalgebra 9 = m + u D bA with (A + 6 - ¿(A), A(m)) = 0}.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let {6i}l=x be a representative set of parabolics D bA for
AêJq, and let9 = m + uD bA be any parabolic such that (A + 6 —6^A\ A(m)) = 0.
Let Íq be the unique index, 1 < z'o < f, sttc/i í/ioí 0u>ri = 9Ui n.
S(A,q(A;9)). If moreover A satisfies the condition

(2.8)

(A + ¿-¿(A\a)^0

Then ¿o £

/oroGQAU0„,n

í/ien m/ací QA C 0„,„, a(A;0) = |QA| + |A+| - |0Uin| and S(A, a(A;0)) = {i0}Note: Since A + 6 - ¿(A) is Predominant
equivalent

and QA U Öu,„ C PnA) C P<A) (2.8) is

to

(2.9)

(A + <5-¿(a),q) >0

foraGQAU0u,„.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.7. By the definitions involved i0 G S(A,q(A;9)).
Conversely let i G S(A,q(A;9)) so a(A;0¿) = g(A;0) and 9Uun = 0^, n for some

9' = u' + m' D bA for which (A + 6 - ¿(A',A(m'))
PÍA): (A + 6 - o<A),o) = 0}. Since A + 6and since (A + 6 - ¿(A\ A(m)) = 0,

Pf

=) 0. Let A/A = {a G

¿<A) is Predominant

(as just noted)

= iVAU (Pf) - A(m)) ^ iVAU0u,n (cf. (2.4))
^QA = QAnArAuQAn0u,„.

By (2.8)
ivA n9u,n = QA n ivA = 0 => „ d4f |a+| = |pW| (=>|jva| + |öu,n|

and QA C 0U,„. Then g(A;0) = |QA| +n - |0u,n| by (2.5). Similarly from (iii)
PiA> {v=](JVA- 0j,,fB) U 9'u,in =►gA = QA n 0^n

^9(A;0')

(again since QA n iVA= 0)

= |QA|+n-|0;,,n|,

so by (i), (ii)

ç(A;0)= g(A;0')^|0u,„|(=i)|0^,J.
Then from (v), (vi),

\N\\ + K,n\ = |JVA- 9'U,J + \9'U,J =» |7VA|= |iVA- 9u,,n\
=►NK = A/A- 0^n => NA n tfu,tn = 0,
so by (iv) 9'u>n c 0u,n; i.e. by (ii), (vii) 0Ui)„ = 0U,„.

2 = z'o, as desired.

Q.E.D.
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For the sake of completeness

we give the "mild condition"

on A referred to prior

to (1.3). It is (cf. (2.9))
(2.10)

(X + 6-6w,a)

>0

for each a G P¿A).

3. A vanishing
theorem
and statement
of the main result.
We assume
now that G/K has a G-invariant holomorphic structure so fixed that the space of
antiholomorphic
tangent vectors at the origin is given by

(3.1)

P" = Y 0-

(cf. (1.1)).

This is equivalent

to requiring

that every a G A+ should be totally

positive; i.e. a + /3GAfor/3GA/c=>a-r-/3GA+.

(3.2)

Then also

G/H -» G/K and T\G/H -» T\G/K are holomorphic fibrations.

As we shall wish to make immediate applications of the results of [7, 8] we assume
also that the complexification of G is simply connected. In general if P = Pk UP„ C
A is a system of positive roots compatible with a G-invariant holomorphic structure
on G/K (i.e. every a G Pn is totally positive), so is the conjugate system Pk U —Pn
which we shall denote by P. If A G J we also denote by A the character of H
whose differential is A and thus we consider the cohomology Hq(Y,L\) defined in

§1. As A G 7¿ is the A^-highest weight of an irreducible K module the sheaf
Ok —*T\G/K and cohomology Hq(T\G/K, 0\) are defined similarly.
THEOREM 3.3.

Let A G h* be an integral form. If (A + 6k, a) = 0 for some

a G Aj£ then Hq(Y, Z\) = 0 for every q. Assume X + 6 is regular (so in particular
(A + 6k, a) ^ 0 for every a G AjJ") and assume every a G Pi

is totally positive

(cf. (2.1)). Then Hq(Y,L\) = 0 unless q has the specific form

(3.4)

q{X'0) = K« e A+: (A+ 6, a) < 0}| + q(X;0)
= |{a G A+: (A +6,a)<

0}| + 2|0U,„ n QA| - |0U,„| + \Q';Al

for some parabolic subalgebra 9 = m + u D b\ for which (A + 6 — 6^\ A(m)) = 0;
see (2.1), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5). On the other hand suppose we are given a parabolic
subalgebra 9 = m + u D b\ for which (X + 6 —6^\ A(m)) = 0 (where we still assume
X + 6 is regular and every a G Pn
is totally positive). Let {0¿ = ml + u¿}¿=1 be a
representative collection of parabolic subalgebras containing b\ (as defined earlier)
and define for an integer q > 0

S(X,q) = {i:q(X;9i) = q and 9Ui>n= 9'u, n
(3.5)

for some parabolic subalgebra 9' = m' + u' D b\

with (A + o-f5(A),A(m'))=0}.
Let p(X, 9i) be the unique A~£-dominant integral element in the Wk-orbit of X + 6 —
<5^ + (9Uiin). Then for i G S(X,q) the irreducible G-representation
ir^/x^) with
A~£ U —Pn

-highest

weight /i(A,0¿)

is unitarizable

and the multiplicities

in L2(T\G) satisfy

(3.6)

dimHq^(Y,Cx)=

Y

m^.eJT)-

ieS(\,q(\;6))
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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PROOF. The fibration T\G/H
quence which degenerates,

-> T\G/K

in (3.2) gives rise to a spectral se-

by the Borel-Weil Theorem.

If A + 6 is regular and

A(A) = w(X + 6k) — 6k G 7¿, where w G Wk is the unique element such that
(w(X + 6k), A¿") > 0, then one obtains, consequently,

(3.7)

Hq(Y,£x) = Hq-q°(r\G/K,0Hx))

for g > 0

where q0 = ¡w(-A+)nA+|
= \{a G A+: (X + 6,a) < 0}|. Moreover Hq(Y, £A) = 0
if A + 6k is Afc-singular; cf. Corollaries 5.15, 5.16 and Theorem 5.24 of [1]. Note
that by our assumptions on A+, (6n, AjJ")= 0 =>•go = |{o G A^: (X + 6k,a) < 0}|,
also. From the main result of [7, Theorem 2.3] applied to the right-hand side
in (3.7), one obtains the vanishing results stated in Theorem 3.3. Consider the
second part of Theorem 3.3. {«;0¿}*=1 is a representative collection of parabolic
subalgebras

containing

w G Wk => wPn

bA(A), where p(A(A)) = wP(x\

= Pn

, as every a G Pn

(w9l)WUi,n = w9Uun (since

is totally positive),

and Q\'x)

= wQ\\

hence q(X;9l) (= q(A(X);w9t); see (2.1), (2.3), (2.5). If we put
S(A(X),q) = {i:q(A(X);w6i) = q and (w9i)WUi>n= p¡)t)
for some parabolic subalgebras

p = I + v D b^(x)

with (A(A)+ S - ¿(A(A)),A(0) = 0},
where g > 0 is an integer, then by Theorem 3.26 of [8] the irreducible G-representa-

tion 7TM.with P(A(A))-highest weight
pld^A(X)

+ 6-6^x»

+ ((w9l)WUi,n)

is unitarizable for i G S(A(A),g) and the multiplicities m,^ (r) in L2(r\G)

(3.8)

dimHq(T\G/K,0ji{x))= Y

satisfy

m^ST)

ieS(A(A),g)

for g > 0. Now (ii) and the fact that A(A) + 6-

MA(A» (=) w(\ + 6 - 6^)

imply

that S(X,q) = S(A(X),q). Also
-p(AW) def A+ ö _p(A(A)) = A+ ö _wpw

(W) A+ y _p(A)!

and by (i), (iii) pt = w(X + 6 - 6^x^ + (9Ui<n)); i.e. pi is the unique A^-dominant
integral element in the WVorbit of A + 6 - 6^ + (0u,,n) so by definition of //(A, 0¿),

p(X,9%) = pi. Note that (iv) can also be written as A^ U —Pn = wP
. Theorem 3.3 now follows (i.e. (3.6) follows) by (3.7), (3.8) if we take g there equal to

g(A,0),g(A;0) respectively, since g(A,0) - qo —g(A;0) by (3.4). Q.E.D.
A corollary of Theorem 3.3 is the following main result.

THEOREM 3.9.

Let A G f)* be an integral form such that X + 6 is regular and

such that every a G Pn
is totally positive (cf. (2.1)). Let 9 = m + u be a
parabolic subalgebra containing the Borel subalgebra bA = f) + 2agp(*> 0" for which
(X + 6-6^x\ A(m)) = 0 and let p(X,9) be the unique A~£-dominant integral element

in the Wk-orbit ofX + 6- 6^ + (0U)„);cf. (2.1), (2.3), (2.4). Then the irreducible
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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G-representation-n^xfi)
with A^U— Pn
if, in particular, A satisfies

(3.10)

-highest weight /¿(A, 0) is unitarizable

(X + 6-6{X),a)^0

for a G QAU 0u,n

then the multiplicity mv^{Xe)(T) oftr^xfi)

(3.11)

and

2n L2(Y\G) satisfies

mW(i(A,e)(r)= dim/i«w+"-i0"."i(y,i:A)

w/iere g(A) is given by (1.2), 2n = dim#G/Ä~ (i.e. n = |A+|); g(A) +n— \0u,n\ =
g(A,0) (see (3.4)) and (3.10) implies in fact that Qx C 0u,n-

-fa general,

apart

from the hypothesis (3.10), (3.11) holds with g(A) +n— |0u,n| replaced by g(A,0) ¿f
5(A,g(A;0)) in (3.6) reduces to a single element. The cohomology H*(Y,Zx)
survive only in dimensions sharply specified in Theorem 3.3.
PROOF. We shall exploit freely the notation
is a representative

collection

of parabolics

can

of the preceding proof. As {öz}*=1

D bA, 9un

(v)

= 9Ui iW for some unique

¿o, 1 < io < i; equivalently, for w0 D bA(A),
(w9)wu,n

= (w9i0)wuio,n

= w9u,0,n-

Also

(A(A)+ 6 - 6{x),A(wm)) = (w(A + ó - ¿(A)),wA(m)) = (X + 6 - 6{x),A(m)) = 0,
by hypothesis, so z'o G S,(A(A),g(A(A);tz;0)) by Proposition 2.7 (applied to w9),
where

S(A(X),q(A(X);w9))
= S(A(X),q(A(X);w9))
(in the notation

of the preceding proof)

(=S(A,g(A;0)),
and where p(X,9l0)

= pio = w(X + 6 - ¿<A>+ (0li,o,„)) = w(X + 6 - ¿<A>+ (0u,n)),

by (v). That is, ß(X,9) = pi0 by definition of p(X,9) and thus n^x.e)
np(x,0i ) is unitarizable

— n^,0 =

(as we have already observed that 7rMiis unitarizable

for any

i G 5(A(A), g), g > 0) and //(A, 0) is a P(A(A))-highest weight; P(A(A)) = A+U-PnX)It should be noted that the unitarizability
of ftß(x,e) also follows directly from [4]
of course. Now if A satisfies (3.10), then A(A) satisfies (A(A) + 6 - ¿(A', a) ^ 0 for
a G QA(A) U (w9)wu,n = wQx U w0u,„ = w(Qx U 0u,n) so by Proposition

applied to w9), Q\<x) C (wô)„,n,

2.7 (again

g(A(A);w0) = |QA(A)| + |A+| - \(w6)wu,n\, and

5(A(A),g(A(A);w;0))= {i0}. That is, QA C 0u,n, g(A;0) = |QA| + n - |0u,n|, and
(by (vi)) 5(A,g(A;0)) (v= ) {i0}. In particular,

g(A,0) dlT \{a G A+: (A+ Ó,o) < 0}| + g(A;9) (see (3.4))
= g(A) +n-

|0u,n|

(see (1.2) and (2.1)), and by (vii), (viii) equation (3.6) reduces to equation (3.11).
If 5(A,g(A;0)) reduces to a single element, even without assumption (3.10), then

S(A,g(A;0)) = {¿0} and again (vii) and (3.6) imply (3.11) provided q(X)+nin (3.11) is replaced, more generally, by g(A,0). Q.E.D.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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REMARKS. We have seen that (i(X,9) in Theorem 3.9 is given by p,(X,9) =
A(X) + 6 — 6<A(A>)+ w(6Uin) where w G Wk is the unique

element

such that

(w(X + 6), A¿) > 0 and A(A) = w(X + 6k) - 6k G 7¿ (see (2.2)). Note that
[w(X + 6),A+) = (w(X + 6k), A+) since (w6n, A+) = (6n, A+) = 0. Also in Theorem 3.9, A^ U -P«A) = wPW
Theorem 3.9. Then

= p(A(A)). Now suppose we choose 0 = bA in

9u,n = PnX)=>MA, bA)= A(A)+ ¿WA» + 6n
(PnX) = wPnX) = PrlA(A))). That is, /¿(A, bA) is the lowest K-type of the discrete
series representation corresponding to the regular element A(A) + 6. The latter
representation
is unitarily equivalent to that corresponding to the regular element

X + 6 since A(A) + 6 — w(X + 6) with w G Wk- Thus n^x,bx) 1Stne holomorphic
discrete series representation of G corresponding to the regular element X+6 and the
holomorphic Weyl chamber AjJ" U —Pn ■ Condition (3.10) then becomes condition

(2.10), and (3.11) reduces to (1.3)(ii). Also in (3.4) (again for the choice 0 = bA)

2|0„,„n Qx\ - \9u,n\+ \Q'x\= 2|QA|-n+\Q'x\ = \QX\=>q(X,bx)= q(X)
in (1.2). That is, the vanishing result in Theorem 3.3 reduces to (1.3)(i).
A special case of interest is the case Qx = 0; i.e. A satisfies (A + 6, A+) < 0 or,

equivalently (A(A) + 6, A+) < 0 since wA+ = A+. Then PnX) = -A+ =►every
a G Pn

is totally

positive,

and g(A;0) in (3.4) is 2 • 0 - |0u,n| + n = n - \9u¡n\,

so that g(A,0) = |{a G A^:(A + 6,a) < 0}\ +n - |0U,„|. (3.5) becomes for g =
g(A;0) = n-|0u,„|
5(A,g(A;0))

= {i: |0Uj,n| = |0U,„| and 9Uun = 9'u,n

(3.12)

for some parabolic subalgebra

0' = m' + u' D bA

with(A + ¿-¿(A),A(m'))=0}
for a representative

collection {9t = m¿ + Ui}\=x D by, cf. (2.3), (2.4). Also

p(A(A)) = A+ u _A+ = A+ ^ 6 _ ¿(A(A))= 26n ^ m(A)e) = A(A)+ 26n + w(ßun).
Thus Theorem

3.9 simplifies as follows.

THEOREM 3.13. Let A G fj* be an integral form such that X + 6 is regular
and such that (A -f 6, A+) < 0. Let 9 = m + u D bA as in Theorem 3.9 with
(A + 6 —6^x\ A(m)) = 0 or, equivalently, (A(A) + 26n,wA(m)) = 0 in the above
notation.
Then the irreducible
p(X,9) = A(A) + 26n + w(9u,n)

G-representation
n^x.e) with A+ -highest weight
is unitarizable
and its multiplicity mXii(A e)(T) in

L2(T\G) satisfies
(3.14)

™*„(A,.,(r) = dimHq^+n-^(Y,£x)

where q(X) = \{a G A^": (X+ 6, a) < 0}| = \w(-A¿)n A¿\, provided that either (i)'
(A+¿-f5(A),a) /0/orae
0u,n (or, equivalently, (A(X)+26n,ß) ¿ 0 forß G w0u,„)
or (ii) the set 5(A,g(A;0)) in (3.12) reduces to a single element. Hq(Y,£x) = 0
unless g = g(A) + n — \9'u, n\ for some parabolic 9 = m' + u' D bA such that

(X + 6-6<>x\A(m'))

=0.

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Note. In Theorem (3.13),
p(A) = w-lp(A(A))

(see equation(a)
w~16k-

= w-lA+

fc

in the proof of Theorem

ö _W-1A+

= W-1A+

y

3.3) so that X + 6 —¿(A' = A + 26n + 6k~

Finally we note that for G = Sp(m,P) or SO*(2m) the set 5(A,g(A;0)) in (3.12)
reduces to a single element, for in these cases
¡in

l/i

{|0„,„|:0D

r. 1

( (m + l)m

bA} = y-'—-^-^:0<r

- (r + l)r

n ^

„

<m

(m — l)m — (r — l)r

2

: 1 < r < m >,

respectively;

cf. Table 3.4 of [7]. Thus |0Uri„| ^ |0Ui,„| for r^j

COROLLARY3.15.

For G = Sp(m,R) (m > 1) or G = SO*(2m) (m > 2)

condition (ii)' fa Theorem 3.13 ¿s always satisfied. Hence (3.14) /io/ds /or A,0
subject to the conditions of Theorem 3.13 prior to (3.14).
In a future study we hope to extend the results of this paper to more general
unitary representations having nontrivial relative (g, K) cohomology.
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